
Year 1 Curriculum Overview
Term: Autumn 2

Personal Social
and Emotional
Development

Prime Area Building Relationships
- Represents and recreates what
they have learnt about social
interactions from their
relationships with close adults, in
their play and relationships with
others
- Develops particular friendships
with other children, which help
them to understand different
points of view and to challenge
their own and others’ thinking
- Is increasingly flexible and
cooperative as they are more able
to understand other people’s
needs, wants and behaviours

Managing Self
- Enjoys a sense of belonging through
being involved in daily tasks
- Is aware of being evaluated by others and
begin to develop ideas about themselves
according to the messages they hear from
others
- Shows their confidence and self-esteem
through being outgoing towards people,
taking risks and trying new things or new
social situations and being able to express
their needs and ask adults for help
- Recognises that they belong to different
communities and social groups and
communicates freely about own home and
community
- Is more aware of their relationships to
particular social groups and sensitive to
prejudice and discrimination
-Dresses with help, e.g. puts arms into
open- fronted coat or shirt when held up,
pulls up own trousers, and pulls up zipper
once it is fastened at the bottom
-Gains more bowel and bladder control
and can attend to toileting needs most of
the time themselves.

Self Regulation
- Talks about how others might be feeling and
responds according to their his understanding of
the other person’s needs and wants
- Is more able to recognise the impact of their her
choices and behaviours/actions on others and
knows that some actions and words can hurt
others’ feelings
- Understands that expectations vary depending
on different events, social situations and changes
in routine, and becomes more able to adapt their
behaviour in favourable conditions
- Understands their own and other people’s
feelings, offering empathy and comfort

Communicatio
n and
Language

Prime Area Listening, Attention and
Understanding
Listens to others in one-to-one or
small groups, when conversation
interests them
- Listens to familiar stories with
increasing attention and recall

Speaking
-Extends vocabulary, especially by
grouping and naming, exploring the
meaning and sounds of new words
- Uses language to imagine and recreate
roles and experiences in play situations
- Learn new vocabulary.
- Use new vocabulary throughout the day.

Makaton
Fruits and veggies
Retelling MGWTM,
family members



- Joins in with repeated refrains
and anticipates key events and
phrases in rhymes and stories
- Focusing attention – can still
listen or do, but can change their
own focus of attention
- Is able to follow directions (if not
intently focused)
- Understand how to listen
carefully and why listening is
important.
- Understands use of objects (e.g.
Which one do we cut with?)
- Shows understanding of
prepositions such as under, on top,
behind by carrying out an action or
selecting correct picture
- Responds to instructions with more
elements, e.gGive the big ball to me;
collect up all the blocks and put them
in the box
- Beginning to understand why and
how questions

- Ask questions to find out more and to
check they understand what has been
said to them.
- Articulate their ideas and thoughts in
well-formed sentences.

Physical
Development

Prime Area Gross Motor
-.Takes turns with equipment
- Follows the rules of a game
- Shares space and equipment
safely with others
- Can dress and undress
independently
-Chooses to move in a range of
ways, moving freely and with
confidence making changes to
body shape, position and pace of
movement such as slithering,
shuffling, rolling, crawling,
walking, running, jumping,
skipping, sliding and hopping

Fine Motor
. I can use tools safely
. I can hold a pencil with a
comfortable grip
. I can draw, write and copy lines
and marks
. I can keep trying when I face
challenges
. I can write some or all my
name
.I can explore and make different
textures in playdough and
describe these

PE - Ball skills (focus on using hoops and
quoits)
. Can use hoops in imaginative and different ways
for example

Stepping in and out, jumping over,
moving around the outside edge.
“hula-hoop” around different body parts
rolling hoops along the grounds
aiming games

. Can use hoops in imaginative and different ways
for example

balancing, twirling, rolling and spinning
throwing and catching
passing the quoit around different parts
of the body.
aiming games

. Can move in different speeds.



Literacy Specific Area Core Book:
My Granny
Went to
Market

Word
Reading

Read
individual
letters and
say one
sound for
them

Blend
sounds into
words

Read Phase
2 common
exception
words

● Comprehension
● Building vocabulary
● Using makaton to

support understanding
of stories

● Joining in with
repeated phrases in
stories

● Ordering stories and
key events

● Book Talk
● Developing confidence in talking in a

group.
● Understanding what good listening is.
● Developing ability to listen in different

situations.
● Participating in small group, class and 1;1

discussions, offering ideas and listening to
others.

● Making comments about what

Phonics Phonics: Teach Phase 2 and 3 sounds
s,a,t,p,i,n,m,d,g,o,c,k,ck,e,u,r,h,b,f,ff,l,ll,ss,j,v,w,x,y,z,z
z,qu,sh,ch,th,ng,ai,ee,igh,oa.oo

Teach phase 2 & 3 tricky words: Children can recognise and write
Phase 2: I, the, to, go, no, into
Children can recognise: we,be,me,was, my, no,go, you, they, her, all, are

Mathematics Specific Area Cordiality and counting:
● Tagging each object with one number
● word Saying number names in sequence 0-20
● Knowing the last number gives the total so far
● Subitising 1-5

Comparison
● More than/less than
● Identifying groups with the same number of things

Pattern:
● -continuing and copying an AB pattern and making own
● spotting an error in an AB pattern



Shape, space and measure
● Representing spatial relationships
● Identifying similarities between shapes
● Showing awareness of properties of shapes

Measures
● Comparing amounts of continuous  quantities

Maths KIRF I can say 1 more 1 less to 10

Understanding
The world

Specific Area Past and Present
*Talking about the things that make them
unique, discussing similarities and
differences in relation to our own friends
and family.
*Timeline of events in my life. How have I
changed?

People, Culture and Communities
*Exploring the local community, discussing what
we have observed.
*Discussing Hackney community and area and
how it has changed.
*Visit to local market to buy ingredients for
cooking. (Ridley Road)
* Explaining some similarities and differences
between life in this country and other countries,
drawing on knowledge from stories and
information texts.
*Comparing special celebrations and festivals in
a variety of cultures including Diwali (The
Festival of Light) and Christmas.

Expressive
Arts and
Design

Specific Area Creating With Materials
I can use my senses to explore different materials
and textures
I can use tools and equipment to enhance my play
I can experiment with colour mixing
I can use lines and shapes to draw and paint things
I see and imagine

Being Imaginative and Expressive
I can listen and move to music from around the world
I can draw and paint a picture of myself
I can mix different paint colours and talk about what
happens
I can make an artifact from another country e.g. turkish
tile, chinese lantern


